ABSTRACT. Let h be an involution with a 0 or 1-dimensional fixed point set on an orientable handlebody M. We show that obvious necessary conditions for fibering M as A x I so that h r x " with r an involution of A and r reflection about the midpoint of l also turn out to be sufficienl. We also show that such a "product" involution is determined by its fixed point set.
where h(a x 01)= A x OI (I [-1, 1]), then there exists an involution 9 of surface a such that h is equivalent to the involution h' of a x I given by h'(x,t) (9(z), (t)) for (z,t) E a x I and (t) or -t. That is, h is a product involution. When A is a closed surface the condition always holds; all involutions are then product involutions. When A has boundary, A x I is a handlebody. For a handlebody M, one naturally asks for which involutions a fibering exists so that the condition holds, or equivalently, which involutions are products.
The question is answered by Nelson [3] for involutions of orientable handlebodies with 2-dimensional fixed point sets. In that case, obvious necessary conditions are shown to be sufficient as well. In this paper, we show that such is also the case for orientable handlebodies carrying involutions with 0 or 1-dimensional fixed point sets. In this setting, we show that clear necessary conditions are also sufficient to guarantee that an involution h of an orientable handlebody M is equivalent to r x r on A x I, where r is an involution of A and r(t) -t. We also show that these involutions are completely determined by their fixed point sets.
In this paper all spaces and maps are piecewise linear (PL) in the sense of Rourke and Sanderson [5] . Notation generally follows [5, 3] . An involution h on X is a period two homeomorphism h" X X. The orbit space of involutionh isX, X/ x wherex c yifand only ify x Any product involution with 0-dimensional or 1-dimensional fixed point set on an orientable handlebody may be routinely generated from an involution with identical fixed point set on an orientable, compact bordered surface. Since classifying the involutions on compact surfaces is an easy matter, all product involutions with 0-dimensional or 1-dimensioanl fixed point sets on orientable handlebodies can now be easily generated.
Our problem is that the generated list might contain many redundancies. For instance, if M is the orientable handlebody with genus three, an involution with two fixed point arcs may be generated in at least the following three ways:
(i) T1 r on Ax I where A1 is the 2-sphere S less four disks. Involution 'x is constructed from the involution on S with a single simple closed curve as fixed point set by removing two invariant disks intersecting this fixed point loop and an invariant pair of disks disjoint from the fixed point set.
(ii) r r on A I where A is the torus T less two disks. Involution r2 is constructed from s x idsa on T $1 x Sx, where s is complex conjugation, by the removal of invariant disks intersecting each of the two fixed point loops.
(iii) rax r on Aa x I where Aa is again the torus T less two disks. Involution ra is constructed form the involution v on T $1 Sx, where v((x,y)) (y,x), by removal of two invariant disks from the single fixed point loop of v.
Might rl r and r r or T X r and ra r be equivalent even [4] covers the case of free involutions on handlebodies with nonzero genus. The result is well know for involutions of a 3-ball.
In general, in order to show h 9 we find a homeomorphism f M, M; between orbit spaces which can be lifted to a homeomorphism f" M M such that pgf f*Ph. Observing that ph(F,z(h)) and pg(Fiz(g)) are the branch points of branched coverings, we note that f" can be lifted if f*ph(Fiz(h)) pa(Fiz(9)).
We now consider the induction step. Since h and 9 are both of the form r r we can, without using Lemma 1, find invariant nonseparating disks Dn and Du, intersecting componects of F,z(h) and Fiz (9) 
